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according to its developer nikita petrov, "in the beginning houdini was initially a learning tool for petrov
and limited professional evaluation. during two years of work i was more focused on developing my own

ideas and approaches." the first version of houdini was released publicly on the internet as a learning
tool on 21st august, 2010 at the houdini website . it is available as a free download. houdini has in its
long tradition already gone through a number of development stages. in this respect the professional
version of houdini, the successor of 1.0, is highly regarded. the engines evaluation function has been

retuned and the engine also has new features and unique capabilities that make it a "must-have"
program. with houdini 1.1, the engine has been slightly retuned to suit the needs of the chess world. in
this version, computer vision has been introduced to the engine. this makes it possible to analyze the

positions far more quickly than before. in addition, many routines have been optimized. the chess
document getting started with houdini 3.0.1 contains good information on how to get started with
houdini. komodo, http://www.chess.com/engines/komodo.php , is an international computer chess

champion. in december 2006, it became the official chess engine of the company chessbase inc., which
was started by robert byrd in february 1997. computer world magazine awarded it its 2005 best chess
engine award. since october 2008, komodo 5, which is now free for non-commercial use, has also been

ported to android, and is known as chess. [9]
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so now we have to answer the real question: which engine is best which one should you use lets begin by admitting
the obvious: for most analytical tasks you throw at an engine, any one of the three would suffice. most of the other

major second-tier engines, including crafty (free to download), deep fritz (commercial), hiarcs (commercial) and junior
(commercial), are also sufficient to analyse the games of amateurs and point out our tactical oversights. if youre just

looking for an engine to blunder-check your games, you have plenty of options. from my perspective, houdini and
komodo are the two strongest engines available for purchase. (there is a third engine stockfish that might be about
as strong as houdini and komodo, but i leave that to your research.) ive used houdini extensively in my own chess

study, and its analysis is both fast and frighteningly accurate. komodo is slightly slower in terms of its search, but it
makes up for that relative slowness with a highly precise positional sense. deep fritz is, of course, strong as well most

any modern engine will destroy even top gms in over-the-board play but its not in the same league as houdini or
komodo. test #2: jon dart (author of arasan) has created a series of test suites to torture his engine and others. i took

the first 50 problems from the arasan testsuite 17 and ran houdini 4, the two komodos, stockfish 5, deep rybka 4.1
and deep fritz 14 through their paces. (i would have added crafty 23.08, installed with komodo 8, but it kept crashing

the gui when i tried to include it in the test.) here the engines only received 60 seconds to solve the problem the
same standard dart uses in his tests of arasan, albeit with a much faster computer. you can see the results at the

following link: 5ec8ef588b
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